WHAT IS CRITICAL SYSTEMS MONITORING?

All devices within an organization’s network constantly process inbound and outbound traffic. Millions of signals are sent daily, making it difficult and time consuming to monitor and determine what is “normal” activity and what can pose as a threat. Effective Critical Systems Monitoring tools record the system logs that track your system events. Critical Systems Monitoring increases your ability to detect a potential bad actor, stop a breach before it occurs, and mitigate the damage in the event of a breach.

WHY COMPASS?

COMPASS’ Critical Systems Monitoring gives your organization an independent outer shield of protection that can alert you to potentially hazardous events. This can be done offsite and with minimal overhead, giving you the best ROI possible. Our approach is scalable and cost effective, which allows us to serve clients of all sizes; from a small business to large multinationals. Your organization will have access to real time reporting as well as regularly scheduled reports.

BENEFITS TO CLIENT

- Unique, secure portal hosted by COMPASS to access your information
- COMPASS presents data in an easy to understand format
- 24/7 Connectivity Monitoring, Automated Alerting
- 24/7 Monitoring of System Level Events
- Custom dashboard of security events
- Insight into device overall health (i.e. capacity, temperature, etc.)
- Historical archive will allow for metrics reporting and trend analysis

THREE EASY STEPS TO CRITICAL SYSTEMS MONITORING

MONITOR ➞ REPORT ➞ REACT

For more information, please contact Matt Flora at mflora@compasscyber.com or 667-401-5108.